
PARTNERS

Tom Wallace | Managing Partner

Tom is a lifelong entrepreneur, having founded, built, and successfully exited 
three different technology companies over three decades. He is an experienced 
and active panel investor. Over the past 25 years, he has invested in over 100 
early-stage technology companies and is a frequent speaker on technology, 
entrepreneurship, and angel investing. Over the course of his career, he raised 
over $200M for his various companies - from venture capital and private equity 
firms. Tom shares his experiences and advice through his Florida Funders podcast 
Skin In the Game, as well as at the top startup and investing events across Florida.

Marc Blumenthal | General Partner

Marc started his first company as a junior in college and never looked back. 
During the first 25 years of his career, he built and exited three B2B technology 
companies. After his first exit, he began making investments in early-stage 
technology companies and coaching those founders. These early investments 
informed Marc’s decision to go full-time into venture capital after his last exit in 
2013 and he has been a hands-on, early-stage tech investor full-time ever since. 
During the last ten years, Marc has backed and worked closely with over a dozen 
founders and has invested in over 100 early-stage technology companies.

Saxon Baum  | General Partner

Saxon Baum is a Partner at Florida Funders focused on working with the best 
investors and entrepreneurs in the country. His career has been focused on 
entrepreneurship and investing, starting his first business at 12 and selling items 
on eBay. Saxon graduated from Miami University with a degree in Political Science 
and a minor in entrepreneurship, starting his first venture-backed business there, 
a corporate culture software called WeVue. Following six years of running WeVue 
as the Co-Founder leading the sales and marketing departments, Saxon started 
his career in venture capital at Florida Funders. While at Florida Funders, Saxon 
has overseen the growth of assets under management, reaching $150M in 2022. 
Saxon is also an avid Angel/VC investor focusing on technology in the public and 
private markets. He has over 20+ private investments in his portfolio and holds a 
Series 65 FINRA license. He and his wife, Stephanie, have a beautiful baby girl Bari 
Baum!


